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 STABLE PRODUCTS  LICKS, HOLDERS & TOYS 

 HORSLYX MINI LICKS RAINBOW 
MIXED BOX 

 
 Each brightly coloured 

gift box includes 

one each of the four 

formulations, original, 

respiratory, mint and 

garlic. It even has a 

mock gift tag so you 

can write a personal 

message on it! 

 

Size/Style VAT Code

 4 X 650 GM  0%    CTH0130 

 

 HORSLYX MOBILITY LICK 
 

 
 Encourages natural, trickle feeding patterns 

whilst balancing the nutrient deficiencies often 

found in forage and grazing and helps to reduce 

boredom and stress. Optimum amounts of 

glucosamine HCI, MSM and omega oils, as well 

as selenium and vitamins C and E are added 

to the high specification vitamin, mineral and 

trace element package to promote optimum 

general health. This unique triple action lick 

helps encourage healthy joint function and is 

scientifically proven to improve stride length. 

Weatherproof, for use in the stable or field. 
 

Size/Style VAT Code

 4 X 5 KG REFILL PACK  0%    CTH0035 

 15 KG  0%    CTH0036 

 

 HORSLYX ORIGINAL LICK 
 

 
 Encourages natural, trickle feeding patterns 

whilst balancing the nutrient deficiencies often 

found in forage and grazing and helps to reduce 

boredom and stress. High oil content, powerful 

anti-oxidants and a healthy hooves formula, along 

with a high specification vitamin, mineral and 

trace element package promote optimum general 

health. Weatherproof, for use in the stable or 

field. 
 

Size/Style VAT Code

 4 X 5 KG REFILL PACK  0%    CTH0010 

 15 KG  0%    CTH0015 

 

 HORSLYX RESPIRATORY LICK 
 

 
 Encourages natural, trickle feeding patterns 

whilst balancing the nutrient deficiencies often 

found in forage and grazing and helps to reduce 

boredom and stress. Menthol, eucalyptus and 

aniseed, as well as selenium and vitamins C and 

E are added to the high specification vitamin, 

mineral and trace element package to promote 

optimum general health. This unique triple action 

lick helps the horse breathe more easily and 

reduces respiratory irritation. Weatherproof, for 

use in the stable or field. 
 

Size/Style VAT Code

 4 X 5 KG REFILL PACK  0%    CTH0025 

 15 KG  0%    CTH0030 

 

 HORSLYX STABLE LICK HOLDER 
 

 
 Versatile wall mounting bracket and tub, designed 

to be used in the stable, horsebox or field. Comes 

complete with detachable restrictor bar, helping 

to prevent a greedy horse or pony from over 

consuming. Folds away completely flat when not 

in use. To be used in conjunction with 5kg Horslyx 

refills. 
 

Size/Style VAT Code

   20%    CTH0005 

 

 LIKIT 

 BOREDOM BREAKER 
 

 
 Add likits to the top section and little likits to the 

ball to keep the horse interested as he searches 

for a tasty reward. Designed to be hung in the 

stable. 
 

Size/Style VAT Code

 RED  20%    LIK0070 

 GLITTER PINK  20%    LIK0071 

 PURPLE/LILAC  20%    LIK0072 

 

 BOREDOM BUSTER 
 

 Can be used on its 

own or will attach 

to the likit holder to 

make a combination 

toy. Spins like a 

tongue twister 

and moves like a 

boredom breaker, 

great for horses 

that love likits. It 

is lightweight and 

compact so is ideal 

in situations where the toy cannot be left hanging 

all the time. 
 

Size/Style VAT Code

 PURPLE/LILAC  20%    LIK0155 

 

 HIMALAYAN SALT LICK 
 

 
 Natural shaped lick with pink rope. Tested 98% 

pure with added benefits of calcium, magnesium, 

sulphate, bicarbonate and iron. 
 

Size/Style VAT Code

 2 KG  0%    LIK0180 

 

 LIKIT 
 

 
 Attractive coloured 650gm licks in a range of tasty 

flavours. For use with boredom breaker and likit 

holder, packaged in a display box. 
 

Size/Style VAT Code

 APPLE X 12 PACK  0%    LIK0006 

 MINT X 12 PACK  0%    LIK0007 

 CARROT X 12 PACK  0%    LIK0008 

 HONEY & CAMOMILE X 

12 PACK 
 0%    LIK0009 

 GARLIC X 12 PACK  0%    LIK0010 

 MOLASSES X 12 PACK  0%    LIK0011 

 BANANA X 12 PACK  0%    LIK0012 

 CHERRY X 12 PACK  0%    LIK0013 

 SALT X 12 PACK  0%    LIK0014 

 SPORT X 12 PACK  0%    LIK0015 

 LIQUORICE X 12 PACK  0%    LIK0017 

 ICE X 12 PACK  0%    LIK0105 

 MENTHOL & 

EUCALYPTUS X 12 

PACK 

 0%    LIK0280 

 



likit.co.uk
Equine boredom challenge system 
for a happier, healthier horse

NEW!
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